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Abstract

A popular conception of bookmaker loyalty programmes is that they lock in heavy punters to a single brand and entice them into ever greater spending there. By implication they cause problem gambling. Evidence from the retail and travel sectors shows however that loyalty schemes do not segment the market in this way. With competing schemes in place, the heaviest category users remain distributed across rival brands and their patronage remains stable. As yet, few consumer-behaviour studies have explicitly examined membership loyalty across the gambling industry. We report here on the behavioural outcomes of bookmaker loyalty programmes, extending two empirical generalisations that predict split-loyal, habitual consumer choice behaviour. Drawing on large scale social research datasets we conduct brand-user profiling and duplication of purchase analysis to show that the behaviour of scheme members is already established and therefore predictable – but it isn’t loyal, either to brands or gambling formats. The criticism of loyalty programmes is that they exploit gamblers, but the evidence suggests exactly the reverse. Nevertheless, problem gambling is a serious social harm affecting just under one percent of people aged 16+. The findings suggest that most of this behaviour is already recorded in bookmaker loyalty data which could be better used to shape interventions.
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Do bookmaker loyalty-programmes cause problem gambling?

Introduction
Gambling, according to the UK government, is a popular leisure activity that is enjoyed by many. It is also lucrative - for bookmakers if not punters. In the UK, consumer spending on gambling amounted to over £14 billion in 2018/19 across various activities including the National Lottery, bingo, sports betting, casino games and slot machines (Gambling Commission, 2019), accessed via high street bookmakers and their digital platforms, plus online-only gaming formats (Lopez-Gonzalez et al., 2017). As a consequence of its widespread appeal (almost three-quarters of UK adults participate in some way each year), and the potential for social harm through problem gambling, the industry is highly scrutinised regulated and taxed (Blaszczyński et al., 2004, Miller & Michelson, 2013).

The attention of the media and regulators has the potential for disruption. In April 2019 a reduction in the maximum stake on Fixed-Odds Betting Terminals (FOBTs) led to a 25% fall in revenues at one bookmaker and the closure of hundreds of betting shops. At the same time, the government increased duty on online betting to offset its own losses (Davies, 2019). Media attention is often drawn to brand marketing (Davies, 2020) in this industry, and particularly to the loyalty programmes operated by the bookmakers. The reason is its extreme Pareto distribution – one brand reporting over 80% of revenue from just 2% of customers.

The interpretation is frequently that brands are creating and exploiting problem gamblers with their loyalty schemes. But this assumes that by rewarding members, such programmes can influence the frequency of betting at individual brands and lock in customers. In fact, many studies challenge the idea that loyalty schemes can create differential advantage from behavioural outcomes alone. This is because rival brands have rival schemes (Verhoef & Langerak, 2002), the capacity of the heaviest users to increase purchasing is limited (Bolton et al., 2000; Lal & Bell 2003), the schemes appeal mainly to existing, loyal customers (Meyer-Waarden & Benavent, 2006) and loyalty strategies are in any case defensive, doing little to replace lost users (Sharp & Sharp, 1997). In other words, “loyalty programmes are a poor marketing tool” (Shugan, 2005) and reflect rather than change existing behaviours. Evidence for this has been accumulated in split-loyal FMCG markets (e.g. Uncles et al 2003), by modelling loyalty outcomes with the NBD-Dirichlet (Goodhardt et al., 1984) and its
associated empirical generalisations. Several authors (e.g. Hand and Singh, 2014; Lam, 2006; Lam & Mizerski, 2009) have also now extended the same stochastic theory to gambling behaviours, to find that it too is split-loyal, habitual (i.e. already established) and predictable. But while these authors demonstrate that the distributions of heavy and light gambling are about normal across different forms of gaming and betting, there has been little investigation of loyalty programme outcomes. How effective are competing schemes at attracting and retaining the most valuable gamblers, and changing expected patterns of behaviour?

Following a call for further research in Wohl (2018), the aim of this study is to extend Dirichlet theory to the relative behavioural outcomes of members of different bookmaker schemes. Using a survey of UK bookmaker loyalty-programme members we assess behavioural brand loyalty against three established Dirichlet benchmarks. First, the theory suggests that heavy category users will have a wider than average repertoire of products and brands (Sharp et al., 2012). To establish how far loyalty programmes, appeal mainly to the heaviest gamblers we compare the behavioural characteristics of scheme members with those of all participants. Second, adopting a method proposed by Anesbury, Winchester & Kennedy (2017) we suggest that the demographic user-profiles of members of different schemes will be largely similar, implying that brand positioning strategies have not successfully segmented the market. Third, if as expected this is because many members of one brand programme also belong to others, the sharing of members between schemes should follow the Duplication of Purchase Law (Ehrenberg & Goodhardt, 1970), and we test this.

We find that loyalty programmes do little to promote brand loyalty in the gambling industry. In fact, loyalty programme members are much like heavy category users in any field – they are among the least loyal punters there are. They typically use a wider repertoire of products and are likely to belong to several loyalty programmes dividing their spending between them. In sum, they are loyal to gambling, not to any single activity or brand, and it is therefore more probable that they are exploiting loyalty schemes than being exploited by them. And yet, as Wohl (2018) suggests, loyalty programmes may still serve a useful management purpose in allowing firms to more easily fulfil their obligation to identify and support problem gamblers.

In the next sections, we review the literature framing the research questions, then describe the data and analysis, before summarising the results and discussing their implications.
Theoretical framework

Loyalty programmes are defined as structured marketing efforts designed to encourage behavioural loyalty to a brand by rewarding members for repeat purchase (Uncles et al., 2003). In gambling, loyalty programmes are well established (Hlavinka & Sullivan, 2011; Shook, 2003) and members are incentivised with free bets and spins, matched deposits, cashback and other offers. The transition of loyalty programmes to the digital space has reduced management costs (Grewal et al., 2011) environmental impact (Leva & Zilani, 2017), but perhaps more importantly, brand marketers can now access consumer data (Breugelmans et al., 2015) and use it to target promotions on interactive platforms. Members benefit, easily integrating their on- and offline gambling activity and viewing accumulating rewards (Zilani, 2012). This is important because membership in brand loyalty programmes is a determinant of customer experience (Grewal et al., 2009; Verhoef et al., 2009). If participation in a certain scheme engenders higher emotional benefits (Dorotic., et al., 2012) then this may encourage more frequent engagement (Lucas, Dunn & Singh, 2005).

However, if as Lam & Mizersky (2009) demonstrate, gambling behaviours continue to be described by an as-if random model such as the NBD-Dirichlet, then loyalty programmes cannot change those behaviours without violating the model’s stationarity and non-segmentation assumptions. It would not be the case for example that any single brand retained an unusually high proportion of sole-loyal customers or heavy gamblers in its scheme since habitual brand choices in a given period would continue to be split predictably across alternatives. Members’ behaviours may differ from those of the general customer base though, so the aim of this research is to better understand the characteristics of loyalty programme members in particular and their relative distribution over competing brand schemes, to answer three research questions which we now develop.

Characteristics of scheme participants. First, marketers use loyalty programmes to retain their most valuable existing members. Since the gambling Pareto ratio appears extreme, any bookmaker would be concerned to implement strategies that retain existing customers. Whether it is then possible to increase their gambling frequency with rewards is not clear although Sharp & Sharp (1997) examined repeat purchase pre and post the introduction of a loyalty programme and found very limited evidence of “excess” behavioural loyalty when measured against NBD-Dirichlet norms. If, then, as Meyer-Waarden & Benavent (2006) conclude, loyalty schemes are simply more attractive to heavier rather than lighter users, they
become a cost of doing business without further segmenting the market. But in that case, the evidence from other Dirichlet markets suggests that the heaviest category users are the least loyal, spreading a higher number of category choices over a wide selection of alternatives. The bigger the difference in behaviour between scheme members and category participants, the stronger the evidence that loyalty schemes are attracting only the few heaviest gamblers. Thus, to provide a context to this study, it is necessary to establish the behavioural characteristics of scheme participants vis-à-vis all gamblers. The first research question is, therefore:

**RQ1. To describe the gambling behaviour of member’s relative to non-members.**

*User profiles of competing membership.* Evidence presented by Hand & Singh (2014) and McCarthy et al., (2018) identifies some demographic segmentation between users of different gambling activities, so it may be that a differentiated brand positioning strategy activated by a loyalty programme could be effective in leveraging a specific and valuable brand user profile. Some bookmaker brands appear to target certain customers based on demographic and benefit segments. For example, the irreverent tone and messaging of brand communications adopted by Paddy Power might seem to target young men, and particularly sports fans. Services and rewards offered in their loyalty programme are a potential means of brand differentiation, therefore we might reasonably expect to find significant differences between membership profiles that would indicate brand-level segmentation. User profile analysis is a generalised technique that reveals managerially significant differences in the distributions of customer attributes between competing brands (Anesbury et al., 2017; Uncles et al., 2012) and between rival retailers (Kennedy & Ehrenberg, 2001). Accordingly, RQ2 is:

**RQ2: Do certain bookmaker brands display actionable differences in membership profiles?**

*Loyalty to loyalty programmes.* Finally, if a loyalty programme encourages exceptional behavioural loyalty, then its membership should encapsulate that segment of the customer base that is approaching 100% sole-brand loyalty. Rationally, membership of one scheme should preclude membership of any rival scheme, because dividing the bets placed between brands would limit the rewards obtained from either. But in Dirichlet markets, individual behavioural loyalty is found to be both habitual and divided (Sharp et al., 2012). This says that the market views all competing offers as close substitutes, but many more people use the
bigger brands a little more often on average, the phenomenon known as Double Jeopardy (DJ) (Ehrenberg et al., 1990) which characterises Dirichlet buying. It is likely, but not yet shown, that far from encouraging exceptional retention, rival gambling brand loyalty schemes share members. Benchmarking can be achieved by applying the Duplication of Purchase Law (Ehrenberg, 1988) to a sharing matrix. The law states that “buyers of one brand will buy a second brand in proportion to the penetration of that second brand” Hence, RQ3:

**Q3. Does bookmaker loyalty scheme membership follow the duplication of purchase law?**

**Data and method**

The main research data were drawn from *The Gaming and Betting Study: Survey of Loyalty Card Customers*, conducted by The National Centre for Social Research (NatCen, 2017) on behalf of Gamble Aware. The study surveyed loyalty cardholders of leading UK bookmakers to assess the incidence of problem gambling based on participation and attitudes. We draw data from its second (2016) wave consisting of around 1400 respondents. Although the survey was developed for a different purpose, it contains self-reported behavioural measures and demographic profile data. Self-reported behavioural data are prone to memory bias, but frequency questions were framed non-specifically, and in the short term on a single variable – “how often do you gamble on x” (daily, two or three times per week, weekly, less than once per week). Membership itself is easily validated from physical loyalty cards.

In response to RQ1, descriptive statistics were cross-tabulated to enable a comparison on a range of gambling activities between scheme members and all gamblers, reported in a second NatCen gambling prevalence survey with a random sample of just under 5,000 UK adults. In response to RQ2, the distribution of demographic variables in the memberships of five leading brands was compared. Following Kennedy & Ehrenberg (2001) this analysis identifies absolute deviations from the average brand user profile on each variable, where > 5 points are considered to be managerially actionable. Finally, for RQ3 the membership data were examined in a sharing matrix (the proportion of members of Brand X who also hold membership of Brand Y, Brand Z… across all pairs) to derive a sharing coefficient (D) for the category and apply the Duplication of Purchase Law.
Findings

To answer RQ1, loyalty programme members are not typical of the general gambling population; they play very much more frequently, and they gamble on a different and far wider repertoire of activities. Table 1 compares the betting behaviour of the loyalty programme membership sample with that of the wider UK population, and in particular the proportions that play on a given activity at all, in a week and over a year. The table is ordered by the proportion of loyalty cardholders that gamble on a particular activity – from which it is clear that Fixed Odds Betting Terminals attracted 66% of all members with over half (52%) playing at least once per week. However, comparing this with the population data, we see that it is not representative of the population at all; just 4% of all gamblers used the terminals in the past year, and just 1% in the past week. By contrast, the National Lottery is exceptional in sharing a similar penetration (almost 60%) and frequency across both groups.

Table 1: Uptake of gambling activities in the population and in loyalty programmes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gambling activity</th>
<th>Programme Members</th>
<th>Population</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>% gambling</td>
<td>% more than on...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed Odds Betting Terminals</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Lottery</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horse Racing</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sports Betting</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scratch cards</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slot machines</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dog Racing</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private Betting</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Another Lottery</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Football Pools</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Betting on non-sports</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Online slot machines</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bingo</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casino</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spread Betting</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poker</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Average</strong></td>
<td><strong>27</strong></td>
<td><strong>20</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data Source: NatCen (2017); Wardle et al., (2010)
In the population as a whole, and over a single year, scratch-cards are the second most used gambling format (24%) followed by horse racing (16%). Since penetration metrics are individually low for every activity, the proportion of the population gambling on the lottery and any one or more other formats is also likely to be low. Further, the three-fold difference between the “in the last year” and “last week” column averages is also very similar to the way that FMCG brand penetrations accumulate with lighter buyers over time (Ehrenberg, 1988). The difference demonstrates a low propensity across the population to gamble at all (again, with the exception of the National Lottery), since it implies that it may take a year for the lightest punters to place a bet on anything.

By contrast, loyalty programme members are more likely to favour: (1) a far wider repertoire of gambling activities (since individual penetrations are all high there is a greater amount of duplication); (2) to gamble far more frequently (the difference between “at least once a week” and “at all” is just 50%); and (3), since their penetration and frequency metrics replicate a characteristic Double Jeopardy pattern \( r = 0.99 \), there is an underlying theoretical implication that loyalty scheme members see little difference between formats (Graham et al., 2017) – smaller formats just have fewer gamblers who choose to gamble on them a bit less often. Gambling itself may be more important than either the activity or brand chosen.

**RQ2 asks for a brand level segmentation analysis.** Table 2 shows the distribution of each demographic measure for UK gamblers, UK gambling loyalty scheme members, and for each brand, to enable comparison. The Mean Absolute Deviations (MAD) are then identified at the base of the table as a measure of any possible segmentation – for example, if a brand deviates by more than 5 points from its column mean on a particular demographic variable then there may be an actionable difference in that brand’s customer base, and one that separates it from its rivals (Uncles et al., 2012).

At the top and base of the table comparison is illustrated between the profiles of the UK gambling population and loyalty scheme membership in the NatCen samples. The most obvious finding from the analysis is the middle-aged (35-54) and male (85%) bias in the user profile of loyalty scheme members. These deviations (DEV) are bigger than any difference between brand user profiles, for which MADs are all low (<5 points), although several borderline discrepancies (<10 points) are highlighted. This amount to a slightly older membership at Ladbrokes and slightly younger at Coral and Betfred. By and large, although
the user profile of any membership scheme is very different from the typical gambling adult, they tend not to differ very much *between* loyalty schemes, indicating no real segmentation.

Table 2: Brand User-Profiles of Loyalty Scheme Members

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Proportion of membership by age (years)</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>18-24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average participant</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average brand membership (%)</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ladbrokes 'The Grid' card</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Hill 'Linked' card</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coral 'Connect' card</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paddy Power 'VIP' card</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-2</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Betfred 'VIP' card</td>
<td>-3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAD (Brand User Profiles)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEV (Membership vs Participant)</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>-35</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Finally, in response to RQ3, we examined the cross-membership of loyalty programmes by constructing a sharing matrix and applying the Duplication of Purchase Law (Ehrenberg & Goodhardt, 1970; Sharp, 2010). Table 3 shows the duplication of loyalty-programme memberships across the five leading UK bookmaker brands, that is, the proportion of the membership at one brand that holds membership at any other. For example, we can see in the first column that almost half (49%) of William Hill “Linked” cardholders also hold a Ladbrokes “The Grid” membership. From the table, it is therefore quite clear that a prime *facie* case for marketing investment in a loyalty scheme is simply not supported – all brands share members substantially with rivals - over half (57%) of the membership of any brand programme also typically holds a Ladbrokes card.

Customer sharing between competing brands is a generalised behavioural pattern in Dirichlet markets, where it is predictable from relative brand size (e.g. Dawes, 2016). It has already been extended to participation by *forms* of gambling (Hand & Singh, 2014; Lam, 2006) and, to predict participation in exercise activities, the Duplication of Behaviour Law (Wilson et al., 2019). Our analysis in Table 3 shows that the same Law is supported here, in a category sub-sample. The table is organised by brand size, and it is clear to see that mean duplication
of members are highly correlated with scheme penetrations \((r = 0.98)\). An expected level of sharing between any pair of brands is derived from the product of the penetration of the second brand and the category duplication coefficient \((D = \text{mean duplication/mean penetration})\). The Law implies that column values in the matrix will be similar, and close to the predicted value, so deviations for any pair of brands can then be highlighted.

**Table 3: The Effectiveness of Betting-Brand Loyalty Programmes**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Of loyalty scheme members at:</th>
<th>The % that also belong to...</th>
<th>Avg.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lad.</td>
<td>WH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ladbrokes</td>
<td></td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Hill</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coral</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Betfred</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paddy Power</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg. Dupe</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penetration</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Predicted ((D=1.03))</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAD</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data Source: NatCen (2017). \(n = 1420\)

In applying the Law, two partitions, or exceptional sharing patterns, are exposed. We note that for Ladbrokes, with far and away the biggest loyalty scheme membership, duplication values are consistently far lower than predicted (a MAD of 17%), but this is a known systematic deviation for very high penetration brands (Scriven et al., 2017) In the centre of the table William Hill and Coral are sharing members in line with expectation, while the smallest brands, Paddy Power and Betfred, are over-duplicating against the norm – in other words, far from reflecting unusual allegiance (perhaps to a more generous reward scheme), loyalty to any loyalty schemes remains divided, and more of any membership holds cards from bigger brands and fewer from the smallest.
Discussion and Conclusion

Bookmaker loyalty programmes have attracted critical media attention on the basis that they reward the highest spenders, particularly following a loss, to retain them in the brand. They are linked to problem gambling in the popular view. Evidence from other industries nevertheless suggests that loyalty programmes are not effective in this way and the aim of this study was to extend this theory to a novel context. The main finding is that loyalty programme members are not typical gamblers demographically or behaviourally. They are predominantly older males, participating more frequently across an atypically wide range of gambling activities with multiple but predictable brand membership duplication. However, within the membership segment, brand user-profiles barely differ, thus the popular view is not supported. We now briefly discuss the implications of the findings.

For managers, the main implication of the study is that expectations of a loyalty programme should be realistic. Members are more likely to be heavy gamblers than members of the general gambling population, but this evidence does not imply that membership has made them so; prior evidence suggests that the schemes simply attract those with a heavier than average gambling propensity. Membership loyalty is also split predictably between brands by brand size, not scheme positioning so that the market remains unsegmented. Since there is no competitive advantage in a loyalty programme beyond existing brand size, its cost has simply become a (necessary) table stake. But digital platforms provide additional brand touchpoints, so creative marketers might now find ways to leverage advantages from this more effectively to drive customer experience, brand salience and word of mouth.

The findings extend behavioural theory in the gambling category. We have successfully tested two known laws of marketing to the customer analysis of five competing bookmaker brands. What is novel here is that the analysis considered not the entire customer base, but simply that portion holding membership of a loyalty programme. The findings promote our understanding of habitual behaviour in established split-loyal categories and extend the ability of Dirichlet theory to describe and predict outcomes. The evidence that the heaviest category and brand users are almost inevitably members of several loyalty programmes and divide their loyalty across brands and products are entirely what would be expected from an analysis of the heaviest users of any brand or category by those with knowledge of the theory.
The social and regulatory implications are also clear. If there are more people in a loyalty programme, there is simply a higher chance that its membership will include more problem gamblers. Since those at risk are the heaviest of the heavy gamblers, they are almost inevitably in one or more schemes. A clear advantage of a data-driven loyalty programme is that vulnerable individuals can be identified, and interventions more readily made. But there is little evidence to suggest that such schemes are systematically creating problem gamblers. Although problem gambling is undoubtedly a devastating social harm for those affected, almost 70% of the UK population gamble at least once during any year, while less than 1% were classified as problem gamblers in 2016 (Gambling Commission, 2017).

The study is however limited by the nature of the survey data. A full Dirichlet model fitting to behavioural data is now desirable, and further research is prompted in larger behavioural data sets that would enable comparison of scheme members with the population and confirm the extent of habitual stationary split loyalties on a wider range of metrics, and in a more finely calibrated time scale.
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